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Dossier 
Three Kingdoms: Shu 

 
Delegates, this dossier serves as a guide to what powers your assigned positions 

possess. Keep in mind these positions are romanticized from their historical 

characterization and even may take the path of legend in Chinese folklore. Your Chair 

will serve as Liu Bei. You can assume that all your positions are currently alive, and if 

there are any battles your position would have died in before 220 CE, you can imagine 

they managed to escape safely. To reiterate from the background guide, it is January 

220 CE, before the state of Shu Han was officially declared. We can currently call 

ourselves “Liu Bei’s Forces”. Most importantly, note that these positions are listed in 

alphabetical order. 

 

1. Bao Sanniang - General Who Guards the South  

The wife of Guan Suo, Guan Yu’s youngest son, Bao Sanniang is a ferocious warrior. 

Breaking stereotypes, she has defeated many men in duels. She refused to marry anyone 

until he was able to surpass her in a duel, and she was the one who proposed to Guan 

Suo. Even though he had won that duel, many think she is more skilled than her 

husband.  In recognizing her courageous spirit and talents, Liu Bei has given her a 

position among his ranks as a general. Due to her rambunctious nature, Bao Sanniang 

also conducts reconnaissance missions with her forces in the south. These expeditions 

are important for gaining precious intelligence on nearby enemies. 

2. Chiang Wei - Healer of War  

Ironically, Chiang Wei holds the title of “Minister of War”, but has been dubbed “Healer 

of War” recently. Shadowing Zhuge Liang closely, Chiang Wei is expected to take up 

some of his responsibilities in the future. With a great mind, Chiang Wei advises smaller 
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offensive forces on tactical warfare. However, his greatest passion lies in healing. He is a 

skilled cleric and, despite advising on how best to route the enemy, feels as though his 

purpose in life is to heal others. Of course, his healing abilities are limited and cannot 

heal those severely injured and cannot, similarly, revive the dead. This devotedness has 

gotten him into trouble, as he’s seen healing anyone in sight, despite it being the enemy. 

3. Deng Zhi - Master of Writing  

Deng Zhi was also living in Yi Province when Liu Bei seized the territory in 214. While 

initially a lowly officer in charge of the local granary, Liu Bei, always a man of the 

people, conversed with Deng Zhi. It was then that Liu Bei realized the potential Deng 

Zhi holds, and promoted him to prefect of the county. In good standing, Deng Zhi has 

slowly been appointed to higher ranks and currently serves in Liu Bei’s secretariat circle 

of advisors and other more politically-oriented positions. As a scholar, Deng Zhi is 

tasked with communications within Liu Bei’s conquered territories, and further into the 

enemies’ territories as well. Beyond this position, Deng Zhi is a peaceful individual and 

has yet to fully grasp the cutthroat world of warlords. He always wants to make peace 

with others and pushes to maintain alliances with Sun Quan, despite the recent events 

surrounding Guan Yu.  

4. Fei Yi - Civil Officer: Envoy to the East and Civil Affairs  

Fei Yi began to serve Liu Bei in 211 when Liu Bei invaded Yi Province. Since he was a 

child, Fei Yi focused on his studies and writing poetry, giving up his training in combat. 

Zhuge Liang has recently taken a great liking to him and has noticed his strategic, yet 

diplomatic, kind, and honest mind. Diplomacy is a rarity these days in China. During 

Zhuge Liang’s expeditions, he plans to take Fei Yi with him as an envoy to the southeast 
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where Sun Quan reigns. Another one of Fei Yi’s talents is that he is a people person and 

is often seen speaking with common peasants. Liu Bei noticed this, and granted him the 

title of Civil Affairs, where he is tasked with speaking with villages Liu Bei’s forces are 

stationed in and spreads the message of Liu Bei’s goals to gain support.  

5. Fu Rong - Feathered Forest: Imperial Guard  

Not much is known about Fu Rong’s early life, but what is known about him is from his 

time serving Liu Bei. Skilled with the spear, he has fought alongside Liu Bei on several 

expeditions to fight against Sun Quan’s forces. It is clear he is extremely adamant 

against Sun Quan’s forces and swears he will never surrender to the enemy’s forces. An 

exuberant character, he often volunteers for any opportunity he hears about, which 

often ends up putting him in danger. Due to his admiration of Liu Bei, Fu Rong has 

taken it upon himself to guarding Liu Bei at all times. With how many people are after 

Liu Bei’s head, Fu Rong has his hands full.  

6. Guan Xing - Infantry Colonel  

Guan Yu’s youngest son, Guan Xing has recently lost both his father and older brother, 

Guan Ping. He is currently still young, a mere teenager, but it is said Zhuge Liang sees 

great talent in him. While he may not possess the same magnitude of strength as his 

father and brother did, he holds intellectual potential. Despite lacking in battle skills 

and upholding a stoic character, Guan Xing continues to diligently train in the hopes of 

being like his father one day. Although he harbored some resentment towards his 

brother’s superior standing, he always had great respect for his father and vows to 

avenge Guan Yu’s death. He remains close to Zhang Bao, just as both their fathers were 
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close to one another, and continue to hold a friendly rivalry. Presently, he is allowed to 

command a battalion of infantry soldiers in offensive missions.  

7. Guan Yinping - Rapid as Tigers Guard  

Guan Yu’s sole daughter, Guan Yinping inherited her father’s talent in combat abilities. 

She is extremely gifted in martial arts and was taught what she knows by Zhao Yun. 

While still extremely young, she has been dubbed a master in martial arts. Currently 

mourning over her father and her brother, she has vowed to use her skills to avenge 

their deaths by defeating Sun Quan’s forces. Without a father, Liu Bei has taken her 

under his wing and has let her command regiments of defense forces. Don’t be mistaken 

that she has been tasked with this role because of her father; she can hold her own and 

has proved to defend several fortresses in the past. 

8. Huang Quan - Policy Counsellor  

Liu Bei relies greatly on Huang Quan for policy advice in both domestic and foreign 

affairs outside of Liu Bei’s conquered territory. In the past, Huang Quan has advised Liu 

Bei in seizing control of lands from Cao Cao, many of which were successful campaigns, 

including Hanzhong and Yi Province. Especially considering Liu Bei’s ambitious plans 

for the future of China, Huang Quan will be used greatly in the coming years. Noting the 

recent news surrounding Guan Yu’s death, Huang Quan is aggressively pushing for 

action against Sun Quan, while many other advisors and generals are more concerned 

with the dangers Cao Cao poses up north. 

9. Huang Yueying - Strategist and Inventor  

Known as Lady Huang, Zhuge Liang’s wife, Yueying rivals her husband’s intellect. Not 

only is she well studied but she also holds a similar talent for inventing weaponry and 
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agricultural tools. She has dedicated her life to serving Liu Bei’s forces with her 

intellectual talents and dreams of helping her spouse achieve his goals. Zhuge Liang and 

Yueying remain faithful to each other, and together, their intellectual and strategic 

abilities may prove to be Liu Bei’s forces hidden weapon. However even without Zhuge 

Liang in the equation, Lady Huang can definitely hold her own. Lady Huang holds great 

influence in Liu Bei’s engineering circle and provides great expertise in creating and 

maintaining vehicles of warfare. 

10. Huang Zhong - Tiger General of the Rear 

Among the Five Tiger Generals, Huang Zhong is a senior general known for his 

experience, wisdom, and skill. Despite being on the elderly side, Huang Zhong is still a 

fierce warrior and highly skilled in archery; it is said he never misses his target and can 

hit a bull’s eye 100 times. Although in his 60s, the one thing he hates the most is when 

people see him as incapable due to his age. He rides into battle in attempt to prove them 

wrong. While not on the same level as Zhang Fei or Guan Yu, Huang Zhong has still 

emerged victorious in various campaigns, with an especially notable role in the 

Hanzhong Campaign, and gained more territory under Liu Bei’s name. Because he is the 

most skilled ranged General, he is in charge of overseeing and advising all archers and 

range forces. 

11.  Jiang Wan - Deputy Director  

A trusted academic who works closely under Liu Bei, Jiang Wan currently upholds 

scholarly duties such as scribing and tutoring. With his intellectual capabilities, he also 

is given large freedom to advise on the internal affairs and functions of Liu Bei’s 

conquered territory, both at the county and big picture levels. Also a natural leader, he is 
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able to persuade others easily and has talents in leading expedition forces. A jack of all 

trades, Jiang Wan is a useful tool as Liu Bei charters into more ambitious paths. One 

duty that is helpful for the rest of the forces is his organizational abilities in transporting 

resources, both supplies, and soldiers, across China’s vast territory. 

12.  Liu Shan - Protector of the Army  

Liu Bei’s son, Liu Shan is quite different from his father. While Liu Bei is a righteous 

warrior, Liu Shan is meek and unassuming. It is said he is easily swayed by the words of 

others. He deeply admires Zhuge Liang for his decisiveness and looks to the strategist 

for guidance. Some fear that if Liu Shan were to succeed his great father, he would pale 

in comparison and would require great assistance from Liu Bei’s trusted advisors. At the 

same time, a less conniving and bloodthirsty ruler may be what is needed to bring peace. 

Currently, his father, Liu Bei, has entrusted him with defense force training in the 

capital. The hope is that over time, young Liu Shan can be tasked with more 

responsibilities and can be groomed into becoming a fitting ruler. 

13.  Ma Chao - Tiger General Who Exterminates Rebels  

Another one of Liu Bei’s Five Tiger Generals, Ma Chao defected to joining Liu Bei’s 

forces in 214, after years of operating on his own and joining forces with a range of other 

prominent warlords against Cao Cao. Skilled in battle, he has proven reliable in 

commanding forces in several successful campaigns. In the novel, Ma Chao is described 

as devoting his life to gaining revenge against Cao Cao for murdering his family. 

Compared to the other skilled generals, Ma Chao thus has darker aims rather than 

bringing peace to the land or restoring the Han. He will do anything to defeat Cao Cao, 
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even side with other enemies. Ma Chao presently presides over the infantry forces, 

which are soldiers that are light, mobile, and move by foot. 

14.  Ma Dai - Colonel Who Arranges the Army  

Ma Chao’s younger cousin, Ma Dai has made a name for himself by exemplifying his 

loyalty to Zhuge Liang. He will go to any lengths to support those who he admires above 

him and is often seen fighting alongside Ma Chao. Really, Ma Dai does whatever is asked 

of him. Remaining close to Zhuge Liang, Ma Dai has begun to learn the reins of strategy 

and deep planning and the great strategist entrusts his plans to Ma Dai. It also seems 

that combat abilities run in the family line, as Ma Dai is also a talented fighter. With 

these two talents, Ma Dai has been tasked with the planning and operations of the 

standby forces. These are soldiers who have not yet been utilized in any current 

missions, but are awaiting to be tasked with duties. This involves Mai Dai 

communicating with other generals and strategists on how these standby forces can best 

be utilized.  

15.  Mi Zhu - Civil Officer: Minister of Finance and Treasury 

One of Liu Bei’s trusted advisors and step-brother from Liu Bei’s second marriage to his 

sister, Mi Zhu is essential to Liu Bei’s operations in a unique way. While not skilled in 

battle, Mi Zhu is highly educated, especially in finances, and serves as a civil officer. So 

far, he has advised Liu Bei in how to finance his army. This is especially essential 

considering it is often hard to tax in order to fund the army during turbulent times. Mi 

Zhu has connections with the wealthy and often tries to connect them to Liu Bei. 

Disregarding positions, Liu Bei considers Mi Zhu his best friend.  
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16.   Shen Dan - Captain Who Subdues the North  

Shen Dan has a peculiar past that makes many in Liu Bei’s forces wary of him. Before 

his loyalty to Liu Bei, Shen Dan served under Cao Cao. In the Battle of Hanzhong in 219, 

when Shen Dan was a regional administrator, he noticed Cao Cao’s weakened forces and 

low morale and decided to defect to Liu Bei’s side. Many criticize Shen Dan for being the 

type of soldier who always wants to be on the winning side; however, this also makes 

him disloyal. Despite this, Liu Bei’s valiant and heroic character ultimately accepted 

Shen Dan into his forces. Currently, he is in charge of leading company of infantry 

groups in northern campaigns.  

17.  Sima Hui - Master Strategist  

An elderly man dubbed as Water Mirror, Sima Hui is one of the wisest men in China. 

While he is currently a hermit and prefers to stay out of battle, his reputation precedes 

him. A master strategist, who now prefers to keep to himself rather than interacting with 

others, has taught the likes of Xu Shu, Zhuge Liang, and Pang Tong, while also advising 

Liu Bei. To have trained such strategists, Sima Hui must truly be a genius. A man of few 

words, his response to most things is “Good, good!” or “Very good.”, even if the news is 

absolutely terrible, such as someone’s death. Not only is Sima Hui a master strategist, 

but also a field expert. No one is sure how old this man is, but he seems to know China’s 

geography like the back of his hand. 

18.  Wang Ping - Soldier Who Guards the North  

Wang Ping, a decent warrior born in northern China, originally began his career under 

Cao Cao. Recently, in 218, many of Cao Cao’s soldiers have realized the situation is not 

favorable for them and that the other warlords, such as Liu Bei, seem to be more likely 
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to succeed. These soldiers defected to Liu Bei, with Wang Ping being one of them. 

Despite these soldiers previously operating for Cao Cao, Liu Bei welcomed them with 

open arms. Although Wang Ping has not had much limelight yet, Zhuge Liang sees 

potential in him and believes he will be loyal to Liu Bei’s cause. Wang Ping often speaks 

with others from reconnaissance missions to try to formulate strategies based on the 

enemies’ most recent movements. 

19.  Wei Yan - Naval General who Guards the North  

Joining Liu Bei’s forces in 214, Wei Yan quickly has proved his skill and climbed the 

ranks to become a general. Not only is he talented in combat, but his strategic skills have 

won praise, especially for his ideas of defense when guarding certain regions. Despite 

demonstrating his worth, his quick rise through the ranks leave some skeptical of his 

loyalty - will he truly serve Liu Bei until the end? Particularly while Wei Yan seems fond 

of Zhuge Liang, the strategist cannot brush his wariness of Wei Yan. Interestingly, he 

mostly leads northern campaigns while he is never found leading campaigns against Sun 

Quan’s forces. Wei Yan additionally has past experience in leading naval forces and has 

been guiding such forces in recent battles. This makes him a diverse soldier, with both 

formidable skills on land and sea. 

20. Wu Yi - General Who Protects the Army and Attacks Rebels  

Wu Yi served under other warlords until they were defeated by Liu Bei in 214. After 

some time of Liu Bei’s forces occupying Yi Province, where Wu Yi was living, Liu Bei 

eventually promoted him to his current position. In this position, Wu Yi must act 

quickly on his feet and is used as a first line of defense against any invading forces that 

may take our forces by surprise. These forces mostly consist of whatever types of forces 
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are already concentrated in the area being invaded, be them cavalry, infantry, naval, or 

special forces. Of course, if any higher ranking general, especially Tiger Generals are 

within the vicinity, Wu Yi will collaborate with them to create a stronger defense. 

Despite his past, Wu Yi now loyally serves Liu Bei, and after becoming close with him, 

plans to serve him for the rest of his life.  

21.  Xu Jing - Civil Officer: Grand Minister of Agriculture and Supplies  

Known for his honorable and ethical nature, Xu Jing has declared his allegiance to Liu 

Bei’s valiant cause. Within Liu Bei’s circle, Xu Jing is certainly one of the most trusted 

confidants and advisors. While he is not talented in battle like others, he is Liu Bei’s 

trusted civil aide. Unofficially, he has taken up the role of recommending land policies 

for the masses under Liu Bei’s vision of a united China. A deep thinker, he contributes 

his philosophies to those who are interested and always portrays love and kindness to 

refugees. This has also lent him to recruiting many of the refugees or nearby soldiers 

into Liu Bei’s forces. Due to his intellectual abilities, Liu Bei has also tasked him with 

managing supplies and resources for his forces, along with considering what resources 

the local peoples need as the forces occupy nearby villages. 

22. Zhang Bao - Cavalry Colonel  

Zhang Bao is Zhang Fei’s oldest son and remains close with Guan Xing, Guan Yu’s 

youngest son. Zhang Bao and Guan Xing hold a rivalry with one another, but Zhang Bao 

does seem to have the advantage in terms of physical strength on the battlefield and 

often is compared to his father in this regard. Just like his father, who he admires 

greatly, Zhang Bao has dedicated his life to walking aside Liu Bei. His lively personality 

is said to encourage other troops but is also sometimes reckless, just like his father. 
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Talented on horse just like Zhang Fei, Zhang Bao commands a battalion of cavalry forces 

in offensive missions. 

23. Zhang Fei - Tiger General of Chariots and Cavalry  

Along with Guan Yu, Zhang Fei is also one of Liu Bei’s sworn brothers who were among 

the first to join him in restoring the Han Dynasty. One of the Five Tiger Generals under 

Liu Bei, Zhang Fei is a devoted and brave general with battle-hardened skills, albeit 

quite hotheaded. It is rumored he holds the strength of a thousand men. The trio of Liu 

Bei, Guan Yu, and Zhang Fei’s chemistry and synergy has shown them to victory in 

many past battles. However with Guan Yu’s recent defeat, it is said Zhang Fei has not 

recovered from the sudden loss of his dear brother. His forces are worried he may not be 

the same warrior he once was and has instead turned to drinking away his sorrows. He 

has pledged vengeance on whoever the culprit was who slayed Guan Yu. Due to his 

extensive battle experience and audacious character, he leads the cavalry forces into 

battle.  

24. Zhao Yun - Tiger General of the Front  

Possibly one of the most invaluable assets in Liu Bei’s forces, and one of the Five Tiger 

Generals, Zhao Yun is an admirable warrior. His defense has proved impenetrable, some 

even go as far to call him a one-man army. Before joining Liu Bei, Zhao Yun had served 

previous warlords but most of his success comes from campaigns under Liu Bei’s 

direction. Not only is he a fierce warrior, but incredibly honorable. In understanding 

China’s current chaos, his main concern is the people's wellbeing, and he nobly seeks to 

serve those who are, in his mind, benevolent. He vows he will never stray from his moral 

compass. While other generals focus on utilizing their defensive forces, Zhao Yun’s 
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talents lay in his offense, while he relies on other strategists to guide him to success. As 

such a gifted fighter, Liu Bei has entrusted him as the Tiger General of the special 

operation forces. The soldiers in Zhao Yun’s divisions are the greatest skilled soldiers, 

who all focus on utilizing their offensive capabilities. These soldiers are the most 

adaptable in any situation and can learn new methods of combat easily.  

25. Zhuge Liang - The Sleeping Dragon: Military Advisor General  

Known widely among the land as the Sleeping Dragon, well-known for his intellect and 

powerfully strategic thinking, Zhuge Liang is the most trusted advisor to Liu Bei and 

holds a brilliant mind. He is talented in almost all areas: he’s an innovative engineer, a 

politician and scholar, and a military strategist. Liu Bei and the rest of the forces place 

their trust into Zhuge Liang’s detailed military strategies. He additionally contributes to 

his own strategies by inventing weaponry and has also invented agricultural tools. Also a 

gifted chef, he has created recipes such as steamed  buns! In the novel, he holds power 

over the winds and is always seen holding his trademarked feather fan. Because of his 

gifted mind, he has been trusted with managing joint operations, overseeing the strategy 

for Liu Bei’s united forces: naval, infantry, cavalry, special forces and the like. 
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